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I. Introduction
With an explosive growth of the number of subscribers of 2G/3G cellular systems and also other wireless
data systems such as WiFi and WiMAX, the mobile networks now become the key driver toward the future
Internet. It was reported that there were 4 billion mobile users (from 2.7 billion in 2006), using 570 million
Internet-enabled handheld devices. The number of people who surf the network on their phones has doubled
since 2006. By 2012, there will likely be more mobile and wireless users than wired ones. In addition, a
variety of new types of wireless access networks like ad-hoc networks and sensor networks are emerging,
and they will be the major access means to future Internet.
However, it is noted that the current Internet was basically designed for fixed network environment, rather
than for the mobile network environment. This has enforced Internet to add a lot more extensional features
to satisfy the requirements for mobile networks, as shown in the example of Mobile IP (MIP) [1, 2].
However, this patch-on approach seems to be just a temporal heuristic to the problems in the mobile
environment, rather than an optimized approach to substantially solve the mobile-related issues.
Based on these observations, some activities already started to design the future Internet for mobile
environment rather than fixed environment. A typical example is eMobility [3] which is a project of EU FP7.
eMobility envisions the third generation Internet as the wireless/mobile Internet with the name of ‘Post-IP.’
The 4WARD [4], another FP7 project for design of future Internet architecture, is also targeted to effectively
support the mobile environment.
We also note many FIND projects, which are very closely related with wireless/mobile environments [5].
Especially, we note that the “mobile first” project is recently proposed as a candidate approach for future
Internet in the recent NSF future Internet summit, which is a part of FIND activity [6]. This proposal is with
the recognition that Internet is changing very rapidly from fixed hosts to mobile devices, in which it is stated
that a future Internet architecture should support mobile devices as ‘first-class’ users and also provide a
variety of new applications efficiently, securely, and at a large scale. GENI [7], a representative testbed
project for future Internet, also agrees that wireless/mobile will be the major access means for future Internet.
We note that some design documents of GENI already covers the issues including ad-hoc and sensor
networks. AKRAI [8] is a representative future Internet activity in Japan, which deals with the issues on
ID/Locator split architecture and a managed mesh to support mobile environment. Especially, the
ID/Locator split architecture covers the primary issues in mobile environment such as mobility and multihoming, etc.
With these observations, we will try to design the architecture of Mobile-Oriented Future Internet (MOFI)
to support the future Internet’s mobile environment, which is being supported by Korean government [9].
Our primary goal is to develop an overall architecture of MOFI. However such architectural design works
include a lot of technical issues such as mobility, QoS, security, network management, traffic engineering,
AAA, etc. Accordingly, those issues could not be covered at one time. Therefore, from the mobility
perspective, we will first discuss the following question, “how to effectively deliver data packets in the
mobile-oriented future Internet environment.”
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II. Problems of Current Internet in Mobile Environments
In the historical perspective, Internet was designed mainly for fixed environment, which results in some
limitations. In this section, we discuss some problems of Internet from the viewpoint of mobile-oriented
future Internet.

2.1 Overloaded Semantics of IP Address
An IP address has overloaded semantics as Identifier (ID) and Locator (LOC). In mobile environment,
however, the location of mobile host is likely to continue to change by movement. This means that the static
allocation of LOC (IP address) to a host may become problematic in mobile networks. In the meantime, the
ID needs to be kept persistently (without change) to maintain an on-going sessions against movement of a
host. Accordingly, ID and LOC should be separated to support the mobility in future Internet.
Another critical concern is that IP address, as an ID, is allocated to a network interface of a host, rather the
host itself. Accordingly, if a host has multiple interfaces, multiple IP addresses must be allocated to a single
host. This may give serious inefficiency to a multi-homing host, since the same host has to use different IDs
for communication. Therefore, ID needs to be allocated to a host itself rather than its network interface.
As for the allocation of LOC or IP address, it does not make sense to allocate IP address to a mobile host,
since it may continue to move on. Accordingly, in mobile environments, it is suggested that an address or
LOC should be allocated to a certain fixed node in the network, rather than the host itself.

2.2 Assumptions on Link and Host
In Internet, it is implicitly assumed that there is a stable connection between host and network. However,
in mobile environment, the connection is subject to dynamics of the network, in particular, due to high error
rates and intermittent connections, depending on characteristics of wireless networks. Accordingly, special
considerations should be taken for lossless and reliable communications in such network environments.
In addition, in mobile environment, we should be able to support idle mode hosts to save their electric
power. Nonetheless, in Internet we assume that most of the hosts are always on active state. This naturally
requires some advanced capability, such as paging.

2.3 Host-Based Protocols
In Internet, many TCP/IP protocols have been implemented within a host, based on the so-called ‘end-toend’ principle. However, in mobile environment, most hosts are relatively subject to hardware limitations in
terms of computing power consumption and scarce wireless link resources. This is quite a different feature
from the fixed host. Accordingly, each end host needs to be implemented as lightly as possible in the
functionality and operation points of view. In this context, it is desired that some part of intelligence (or
functionality) of end host should be moved to the network side.
In addition, we note that the network-based protocol is preferred to the host-based protocol in the
perspective of deployment and performance, as seen in the comparison of Mobile IP [3] and Proxy Mobile
IP [10]. This also implies that a portion of intelligence or functionality of communication needs to be
implemented in the network side rather than in the host side.

2.4 User Location Privacy
In Internet, an IP packet header contains the current location of a user in the form of source IP address,
which may be regarded as a ‘private’ information, in case that the sender does not want to reveal its location
to the correspondent. To provide location privacy of a user, ID and LOC need to be separated, and LOC
shall be used only in network, not in end hosts.
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2.5 Mobility Control in the Form of Patch-On
In mobile environment, the mobility control is regarded as an essential requirement, not an additional
feature. In the meantime, TCP/IP protocols have so far focused on fixed hosts, and thus the mobility control
has been considered as just a special or an additional functionality. This leads to the development of some
mobility protocols (e.g., Mobile IP) in the form of patch-on the TCP/IP protocols. This kind of mobility
control tends to induce unexpected performance degradation such as triangle routing, overuse of proxy agent,
etc. Accordingly, in the mobile-oriented future Internet, the mobility control should be provisioned in the
form of ‘built-in’ (intrinsically) rather than ‘patch-on’ (subsidiary).

2.6 Integration of Data and Control Functionality
In general, the control information for signaling is mission-critical and thus needs to be delivered more
urgently and more reliably, compared to normal user data. In this context, it is desired that the control
functionality should be separated from the data transport functionality, as seen in the 2G or 3G wireless
mobile communication systems.
In Internet, it is noted that the data and control functionalities are integrated. For example, in Mobile IP,
Home Agent (HA) exchanges both user data and mobility control information (e.g., binding update) with a
mobile node over the same path (by using the same IP address), which may be subject to performance
degradation. Accordingly, the separation of control and data functionality shall be considered in mobileoriented future Internet.

2.7 Others
In addition to the problems described above, some more issues may be identified and discussed in the
design of future Internet. Those issues include QoS enhancement in mobile environment with limited
bandwidth of wireless link and frequent handovers by movement. Security may be another critical issue.

III. Design Considerations
3.1 Network Environment in Future Internet
To design the future Internet architecture, we first need to consider the network environment that could be
envisioned in the future Internet. Figure 1 illustrates our view to future Internet in the perspectives of
network and users/things, which show just a logical representation of future Internet, rather than the physical
network architecture.
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[Figure 1] Network Environment in Future Internet
In future Internet, users/things will benefit from a variety of access ways to the network anytime,
anywhere, and through any interfaces. Thus, a crucial requirement for future Internet is to provide seamless
services for the mobile users/things through the mobile oriented future Internet (MOFI).
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3.2 Design Approaches
3.2.1 Future Internet as an Ultimate Convergence Network
With a recent trend of network convergence, it is expected that the all kinds of networks will be evolved
or revolved toward a unified network, i.e., ‘mobile-oriented convergence network’ as shown in Figure 2.

Internet
Mobile Internet
(MIP, PMIP, HIP ˎ)

Internet

Mobile
Oriented
Future
Convergence
Network

Telecom
PSTN
FMC
(NGN,
SAE)
Cellular (2G/3G)

[Figure 2] Future Network Convergence
We note that computers (i.e., Internet) and telecom networks have quite a different design philosophy and
their own pros and cons, respectively. From the perspective of the convergence trends, future Internet should
be designed to make full use of the pros of both computers and telecommunication networks.
In addition, we note that the current cellular system is a very successful model and provides a lot of
desirable features to support the mobile environment. Therefore, we will readily exploit those useful features
in the design of future Internet architecture, to the extent possible.
3.2.2. Intelligent Network Support to Provide Easy Access
We see that the Internet is now regarded as a kind of ‘social infrastructure’ beyond a mere technology or
service. This trend will be more accelerated in the future Internet. Thus, all the users of future Internet shall
be able to use every kind of Internet services more easily. To do this, the network should guarantee an easy
access of every user. The easy access could be accomplished with the help of intelligent access nodes (e.g.,
router and agent in the network) that will perform many complicated operations on behalf of users. While
keeping the traditional end-to-end concept of current Internet, the mobile-oriented future Internet will get a
lot of benefits from the intelligent network support.

3.3 Technical Design Principles
With the design philosophy described above, we identify a set of design principles for MOFI.
3.3.1. Mobile-Oriented and Static-Allowed
The current Internet basically assumes that a host is static. However, it is envisioned that wireless/mobile
hosts will become dominant in the future Internet. Accordingly, we will focus on the design of architecture
that is optimized to mobile users/hosts and that also allows static users/hosts at the same time.
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In this sense, the mobility control functionality to support seamless services for mobile users should be
provided as a basic function, not a supplement one. It means that the future Internet should be designed with
the assumption that all the users are moving on.
3.3.2 Separation of Identifier and Locator
Identifier (ID) is used to identify a user or host in the network, whereas locator is used to represent the
current location of the user in the network. Locator (LOC) can be also used for packet routing or delivery in
the network.
In the current Internet, an IP address is used as an identifier as well as a locator in the network because it
has focused on the fixed network. In future mobile oriented network environment, a user (or object)
identifier needs to be separated from its locator, since the locator may change by movement, but the
identifier should not change to keep the on-going session. That is, an identifier should be used only to
identify an object in the viewpoint of service provisioning, whereas a locator should be used so as to
effectively locate the object and to deliver packets in the network.
3.3.3 Address-Free Host
In terms of mobility, another problem of the current Internet is that a host must configure its own IP
address in the network. When a mobile host moves into a new network by handover, it should configure its
new IP address (by using DHCP or IPv6 stateless auto-configuration). This address configuration tends to
result in quite a long handover delay. One promising way to solve this problem is that a host does not
configure its own address, so as to reduce the handover delay.
3.3.4 ID-Based End-to-End Global Communications and LOC-Based Local Routing
In MOFI, the end-to-end communication between two end hosts will be performed based on the host ID.
Each host ID shall be globally unique in the network, and it will use an appropriate socket interface that
consists of a host ID and a port number.
On the other hand, the routing for packet delivery will be done using the LOCs. The associated LOCs may
be local and private in the network. Furthermore, one or more LOCs and different routing schemes may be
used along the path until the data packets are delivered to the final end hosts.
3.3.5 Protocol Separation for Access and Backbone Networks
In MOFI, the protocols used in access and backbone networks will be separated in the data transport and
control perspectives. In future Internet environment, each access network and the backbone network may
have quite different characteristics. For example, access networks might consist of the wireless links with
relatively low bandwidth and unreliable transmissions, whereas the backbone network will be the optical
network with high bandwidth to provide reliable transmissions. Accordingly, the protocol requirements for
the access and backbone networks may be quite different. This implies that the protocols used in the access
network need to be designed by considering the wireless link characteristics, whereas the protocols used in
the backbone network may be designed to be as simple as possible by considering the optical networks.
The access networks should be able to guarantee easy access of users, whereas the backbone network is
primarily purposed to provide effective delivery of packets. In this context, we need to separate the protocols
used for access and backbone networks in the design of MOFI.
In particular, we also note that the current IPv4/v6 protocols can be used in the backbone network, as an
incremental approach (or a tentative solution) to deployment of future Internet. This is because the backbone
network is quite difficult to replace with a completely new protocol at a stretch, compared to the access
network. This approach will also be helpful for migration from the current Internet to the clean-slate future
Internet.
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3.3.6 Functional Separation for Mobility Control and Data Delivery
We note that the control information (e.g., for mobility control) is usually mission-critical and thus
requires a fast and reliable delivery in the network. Accordingly, the control plane (or function) needs to be
performed differently from the user data plane (function) in MOFI, as done in the current cellular systems.
In particular, MOFI will be designed for network-based mobility control, since the network-based
mobility scheme is preferred to the host-based mobility scheme in the viewpoint of resource utilization,
protocol performance and deployment, as shown in the comparison of MIPv6 and Proxy MIPv6 (PMIPv6).
In addition, the mobility control of MOFI will provide the ‘intrinsic’ route optimization, by which the direct
path should be used between two hosts from the beginning of communication with the help of the mobility
control.

IV. Functional Architecture
4.1 Name, Host Identifiers and Locator
The most essential elements associated with communication include name, identifier and locator. A name
represents “who it is.” An identifier is used to represent “what it is” and a locator is to represent “where it is.”
In MOFI, as depicted in Figure 3, two types of mapping are used: 1) a mapping from Name to Host ID
(HID), which is managed by Name-HID Mapping System (NMS), and 2) a binding between HID and
Locator (LOC), which is managed by LOC Binding System (LBS). By using these mapping and binding
systems, the name shall be eventually translated to Locator (LOC) via HID for end-to-end communications.
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[Figure 3] Name, HID and LOC
NMS provides decoupling of user/service/data (object’s name) from the host (HID). For example, we can
access to a particular object with multiple hosts (HIDs), or a host (HID) may be shared by multiple objects
(name). An object (name) may be moved or copied from a host to another (HID).
LBS will also provide decoupling of location (LOC) from host (HID), in particular, in the mobile
networks. Note that the LOC is subject to change by movement of mobile host, but HID is persistent. A host
is identified by HID, and the changeable LOC is used for routing of packets in the backbone network.
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4.1.1 Name
Name is used by a human user to uniquely identify a corresponding (communicating) object in the
network. An object may be human, device, data, service, etc. For human’s understanding, Name should be
human-readable, i.e., alphanumeric.
A string of characters or numbers that are human readable or understandable are used to represent a name.
The specific format of name may depend on services and applications deployed in future Internet. So far,
some promising formats of name include a host name (e.g., www.google.com), Network Access Identifier
1$, VXFKDVXVHU#UHDOPDQGWHOHSKRQHQXPEHUVXFKDV-345-5679. Some more formats of name may be
defined additionally in the future.
For scalable naming, a hierarchical structure of name can be considered, which may consist of the diverse
components such as service provider, users, applications/services, etc.
4.1.2 Host ID (HID)
A human, service or data identified by name will be served on an end host. For delivery of data, the end
host should be identified by HID in a static and secure manner, because each HID is used for communication
and may be revealed to an unknown user. We may consider a fixed-length (e. g., 128-bit) and cryptographic
HID.
At present, we consider the format of 128-bit HID. This may be similar to the Host Identity Tag (HIT) of
Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [13], which was generated based on the Overlay Routable Cryptographic Hash
Identifiers (ORCHID) [14]. As described in [13, 14], these HID formats have two advantages of using a hash
function in protocols. First, its fixed length makes protocol coding easier and also better manages the packet
size cost of this technology. Second, it presents the identity in a consistent format to the protocol
independent of the cryptographic algorithms used. A specific mechanism of how to implement these HIDs in
MOFI still remains for further study.
The mapping from name to HID is managed by the Name-HID Mapping System (NMS), which may be
implemented with a server or a hierarchical system of servers. Note that the legacy Domain Name System
(DNS) may be regarded as an example of NMS in that it maintains the mapping between hostname (name)
and IP address, if IP address is used as HID. The mapping information between the name and HID contained
in NMS may be statically configured or dynamically updated. For example, if an object (data/service) is
moved from one host to another, the associated mapping entry of NMS will be dynamically updated.
(Note) Similar to naming scheme, the HID can also be in the hierarchical format for scalable management
of HIDs in the world-wide scale. This still remains for further study.
4.1.3 Locator (LOC)
Locator (LOC) is used to represent the location of an object in the network. An LOC may contain the
information about topological or geographical location of the user in the network. LOC is also used for
delivery of data packets between objects in the network.
In MOFI, an IP address of the access router (attached to the end host) is used as LOC of the end host.
Other formats of LOC still remain for further study. A locator is used only in the ‘backbone’ network in the
form of IP address, whereas the HID is used for communication only in the access network. In mobile
environments, a host with a single HID may change its LOCs by movement.
4.1.4 Link ID (LID)
In addition, we consider Link ID (LID) to identify a link (connection point or interface) of a host to the
access network, which is needed for data packet delivery between the access router and a host. Examples of
LID include the IEEE 802 MAC address and any other link-layer physical addresses of hosts for
wired/wireless network interfaces.
An LID is given for each network interface of a host, and thus a multi-homing host may have two or more
LIDs. The specific format of LID depends on the associated link-layer access technologies. At present, we
consider the foOORZLQJ/,'V
 IEEE 802 MAC address (for LAN or WLAN);
 GPRS Tunnel ID (for cellular networks);
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 IPv6 or IPv4 address (for overlay network).
In a certain case, a LID may consist of a sequence of two or more IDs for an access router to identify the
host in the access network (for example, one or more PoAs are located between the host and the access
router).

4.2 Functional Reference Model
We consider the following functional reference model of MOFI, as shown in Figure 4. In the figure the
following notations are used:
 NMS: Name-HID Mapping System;
 LBS: LOC Binding System;
 HBP: HID Binding Protocol;
 ADP: Access Delivery Protocol;
 ACA: Access Control Agent;
 LMP: LOC Management Protocol.

Name-HID Mapping System (NMS):
<NameÙHID>

LMP (LOC Binding & Query)

HBP
ACA
(HID Ù LID)

Host
(HID)
HID

ADP

Name-to-HID Mapping

LOC Binding System (LBS):
<HIDÙLOC>

Name-to-HID Mapping

LMP (LOC Binding & Query)

LMP (LOC Update for Handover)

ACA

HBP
(HID Ù LID)

BDP (IPv4/IPv6)

AR
(LOC)

Payload

LOC

HID

Payload

Control Flow

ADP

AR
(LOC)

Internet Backbone

HID

Host
(HID)

Payload

Data Flow

[Figure 4] Functional Reference Model of MOFI
4.2.1 Name-HID Mapping System (NMS)
NMS is responsible for mapping between the names of objects (or users) and the HIDs of hosts. In MOFI,
each calling user has only to know the name of the corresponding user. To get an HID of the corresponding
host, the calling host may consult with NMS, on behalf of the calling user. NMS may need to dynamically
update the HIDs for the name of an object according to “contents mobility” such as file copy/move,
server/host change, etc.
The NMS can be a logical overlay network that may consist of a lot of distributed servers in the worldwide scale, as shown in the current DNS architecture. For scalable management of NMS, a hierarchical
name format may be used, which is for further study.
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4.2.2 Hosts
In MOFI, it is assumed that an object (or user) is identified by a name and has its own host that is
identified by HID. A name is service-specific and mapped onto one or more HID. This operation will be
performed between a host and NMS.
A host has one or more Link Identifiers (LIDs), depending on whether the host has a single or multiple
network interfaces for host multi-homing. For communication, a host shall be attached to an AR in the
network. When a host is attached to an AR, its HID and LID(s) shall be registered with AR. This operation
is called ‘HID Binding Protocol (HBP).’
4.2.3 Access Router (AR)
In future Internet, there may be a variety of wired/wireless access networks between hosts and AR.
Depending on the underlying access network, one or more Point of Attachments (PoAs) or routers may be
located between host and AR, as shown in the example of wireless ad hoc, sensor, or wireless mesh
networks.
In the deployment perspective of an access network, as shown in Fig. 5, an AR may be located over the
underlying link-layer Point of Attachment (PoA), in which a host is directly connected to AR in the link
layer (Fig. 5(a)). Alternatively, one or more PoAs may be connected to the AR, as shown in Fig. 5(b). In this
case, a host communicates with AR via one of candidate PoAs, in which the mobility of host across two
neighboring PoAs will be managed by the corresponding link-layer mobility management scheme, which is
outside the scope of MOFI. In a certain case, a tree hierarchy of PoAs with two or more levels may be
configured in the network, as seen in the wireless mesh networks of IEEE 802.11s.

(a) AR over PoA

(b) AR connected to PoAs

(c) AR with multi-level PoAs

[Figure 5] Configuration of AR and PoA
With network attachment, a host shall bind its HID and LID to AR via the HBP protocol. After that, the
host sends or receives data packets to or from AR by using the Access Delivery Protocol (ADP). That is, AR
receives the data packets from its local host and forwards them to the correspondent host in the network by
using the legacy IPv4/IPv6 protocols. When AR receives data packets from the remote AR, it will deliver
those packets to the local hosts by using the ADP.
In the perspective of mobility control, AR uses its Access Control Agent (ACA).
4.2.4 Internet Backbone
In MOFI, the backbone network represents the legacy Internet that consists of a lot of site networks, ISPs,
and network providers. In the Internet backbone network, the data delivery mechanisms will follow the
currently used IPv4/IPv6 protocols.
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4.2.5 Access Control Agent (ACA)
ACA is an agent located with AR, which is in charge of control operations such as LOC binding and
query. Each ACA is likely to be implemented with AR. That is, AR and ACA may be just logically (or
functionally) separated, but physically co-located over the same equipment, as shown in the example of
06&DQG9/5LQWKHGSM system.
Each ACA performs LOC binding and query operations with LBS by using the LOC Management
Protocol (LMP), which is used to get the information of LOC for data delivery. LMP is also used for
handover control of mobile hosts, which is performed between ACAs.
4.2.6 LOC Binding System (LBS)
The LBS provides a database for binding between HID and LOC. When LBS receives an LOC binding
request message from an ACA, it creates or updates the HID-LOC binding information in the database. In
addition, when an ACA asks LBS for the HID-LOC binding information to a specific HID, LBS will reply
with the corresponding LOC information to the ACA. LBS may maintain a database that contains
information about users’ service profiles and authentications.
The LBS is a logical overlay network that may consist of a lot of distributed servers in the world-wide
scale. For load sharing and/or scalability enhancement of control operations, the LBS may be configured in
the hierarchical or distributed manner. In addition, for scalable management of LBS system in the mobile
HQYLURQPHQWV+RPH/%6DQG9LVLWHG/%6PD\EHXVHGDVVHHQLQWKH example of Home Location Register
+/5 DQG9LVLWHG/RFDWLRQ5HJLVWHU 9/5 in the GSM system.
For scalable LBS management, a hierarchical format of HID may be considered.

4.3 MOFI Protocols
4.3.1 HID-based Communication Protocol (HCP)
MOFI is featured by HID-based communications and LOC-based routing. The details of end-to-end
communication will be governed by the HID-based Communication Protocol (HCP), in which HIDs of the
two end hosts are used as identifiers.
4.3.2 Access Delivery Protocol (ADP)
ADP is a data delivery protocol that is used to deliver data packets between host and AR in the access
network, in which LIDs of hosts are used for packet delivery.
4.3.3 Backbone Delivery Protocol (BDP)
BDP is a data delivery protocol that is used to deliver data packets between ARs over Internet backbone
network, in which LOC (IP address of AR) will be used for packer routing. At present, we use the current
IPv4/IPv6 routing schemes as BDP.
4.3.4 HID Binding Protocol (HBP)
HBP is a control protocol that is used to bind the HID and LID of a host to the associated AR.
4.3.5 LOC Management Protocol (LMP)
LMP is a mobility control protocol. LMP is performed between ACA and LBS to bind the HID and LOC
of a host to LBS, or to query the LOC of a correspondent host. LMP is also performed between two ARs to
support seamless handover and LOC update by handover.

4.4 Data Transport Model
In this section, the data represents the user data packets for communications between hosts.
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4.4.1 Protocol Stack for Data Transport
MOFI will take a layered model similar to the current Internet architecture in the protocol stack point of
view. It is noted that the layering architecture and relevant protocol design of future Internet includes a lot of
issues to be considered simultaneously, which still needs significant challenges with further researches and
experimentations. Therefore, as an initial step, MOFI will focus on the network layer, i.e. IP layer, rather
than the other layers. That is, we will propose a simplified protocol model as a basis to design the MOFI in
the network layer, which could possibly be integrated as a building block component into the overall design
of future Internet.
MOFI considers a protocol stack for data transport, as shown in the figure below.

MOFI

Current TCP/IP
Application/
Transport

Application/
Transport
HID-based
Communication
(HCP)

Network
(IP: IP address)

Network Delivery
(ADP, BDP)

MAC/PHY

MAC/PHY

[Figure 6] Protocol Stacks for Data Transport: TCP/IP versus MOFI
At present, the current application-layer and transport-layer protocols are used in MOFI, which requires
further considerations in the engineering perspective of future Internet.
In MOFI, the network later is divided into the two sub-OD\HUV +,'-based communication and network
delivery. HID Communication Protocol (HCP) is newly defined for end-to-end communication based on
HID. HCP is responsible for end-to-end user data communications between two end hosts, which include
interaction with transport layer protocols (TCP, UDP) and the provisioning of socket interface with
applications. The routing protocols for data delivery are divided into ADP (optional) and BDP. The current
IP is used as BDP for data delivery over Internet, whereas ADP is optionally used for routing in access
networks. For example, ADP is omitted in the IEEE 802-based access networks, whereas the Point-to-Point
Protocol (PPP) may be used as ADP between host and AR in the 3G/4G cellular systems.
The MAC/PHY layers depend on the underlying link technology, which are outside the scope of MOFI.
Fig. 7 summarizes the protocol stacks associated with data delivery between two end hosts.
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MAC/PHY
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[Figure 7] Protocol Model for Data Delivery
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HCP will define the protocol operations and packet format that are used for end-to-end communication
between two end hosts. Each AR or intermediate routers are not aware of the HCP. Instead, they may refer
to the HID value for translation of the data delivery protocol between ADP and BDP (IP).
ADP is specific to the underlying access network technology, which may be one-hop or multi-hop
networks. In case of multi-hop access networks, the LID will be used for data packet delivery between host
and AR, possibly via one or more PoAs or internal routers in the access network.
4.4.2 Data Transport Procedures
In MOFI, data communications will be essentially accomplished with HID, not IP address that is used in
the current Internet. More technically, a user will initiate a communication session with a name of the
corresponding object. The name of the corresponding user will be converted to the associated HID with the
help of NMS, before data transport operation. LOC (i.e. IP address of AR) is used only for data delivery in
backbone network.
For discussion, we consider a simple communication scenario in which a sending host (SH) wants to
communicate to a receiving host (RH). If SH has the information on HID of RH, which will be performed
with the help of NMS, the overall data transport operations are performed, as shown in the figure below.

HID

Data

SH

LOC

HID

Data

Router

Router

AR

HID

Data

AR

RH



IP (LOC-based routing)

ADP

ADP

[Figure 8] Data Transport Procedures in MOFI
The data packet WUDQVSRUWRSHUDWLRQVDUHVXPPDUL]HGDVIROORZV
1) Data transmission (SH Ù AR)
SH sends the data packets to AR by using HID of RH. It is noted that SH does not need to know the LOC
of RH (that is, the IP address of AR that is attached to RH).
2) Query and encapsulation (AR of SH)
On reception of data packets from SH, the AR of SH will first identify the LOC of RH by using the LMP
protocol, which will be described later. Then, AR of SH will encapsulate the data packets by adding the
LOC of RH (IP address of AR of RH) into the outer header of the data packet.
3) Packet delivery in the backbone network
The encapsulated data packets are delivered from AR of SH to AR of ER by using the current IP
routing/forwarding, possibly via one or more routers in the backbone network.
4) Decapsulation (AR of RH)
On reception of the encapsulated data packets, the AR of RH will extract the original data packets by
decapsulation, and then forward them to RH.
5) Data reception (AR Ù RH)
Finally, the RH can receive the original data packets transmitted by SH.
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4.5 Mobility Control Model
,Q02),WKHIROORZLQJFRQWURORSHUDWLRQVDUHVXSSRUWHG
 HID Binding between host and AR;
 LOC Binding and Query between ACA and LBS;
 Handover Control between ACAs.
To support these control operations, we define the HID Binding Protocol (HBP) and LOC Management
Protocol (LBP). HBP is used to bind the LID and HID of host to AR, whereas LMP is used for LOC binding
and query with LBS and for handover control of mobile hosts between ACAs.
4.5.1 HID Binding
The HBP is used to bind the HID and LID of host to AR. Fig. 9 shows the protocol stack of HBP between
host and AR.
HBP

HBP
HBP

MAC/PHY

MAC/PHY
AR

Host

[Figure 9] HBP between Host and AR
4.5.2 LOC Binding and Query
When a host is connected to AR, the corresponding ACA will bind the LOC and HID of host to LBS. For
data delivery, each ACA will contact with LBS so as to get the LOC information of the corresponding host.
Fig. 10 shows the protocol stack of LMP for LOC binding and query between ACA and LBS.
Note that the LMP messages will be encapsulated into the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP),
rather than the TCP/UDP.
4.5.3 Handover Control
LMP is also used to support the fast handover for mobile hosts. For handover control, the LMP is
performed between two ACAs and the associated control messages are encapsulated into the SCTP, as
shown in the figure below. Note that the LMP operates based on the IEEE 802.21 Media Independent
Handover (MIH) between host and AR, in which appropriate link-layer triggers will be used such as LinkUp, Link-Down, Link-Coming-Up, or Link-Going-Down.
LMP
Transport
(SCTP)
MIH

MIH

Network
(IP)

LMP
LOC Transfer,
LOC Update

Transport
(SCTP)
Network
(IP)

MIH

MIH
MAC/PHY
Host

MIH
MIH

MAC/PHY

MAC/PHY

MAC/PHY

MAC/PHY

AR

ACA

ACA

AR

MAC/PHY
Host

[Figure 10] Handover Control Protocol with MIH
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For handover control, the LOC Transfer (LT) operation is performed between the two neighboring ACAs
associated with mobile host, and the LOC Update (LU) operation is used between local ACA and remote
ACA to update the LOCs in communication. The details of handover control will be described in the
subsequent sectio7n.

4.6 Comparisons with Other Schemes
The following table briefly summarizes the comparison of HIP [11], LISP [12] and MOFI in the
architecture perspective of ID-LOC separation. The associated discussion is omitted.
[Table 1] Comparison of HIP, LISP, and MOFI
Features

HIP

LISP

MOFI

Approach

Host-based

Network-based

Network-based

Identifier

HIT

EID (IP address)

HID

Locator

IP address (host)

RLOC (IP address of

LOC (IP address of

Tunnel Router)

Access Router)

IP address

Used at host

Used at host and Border
Router

Used at Access Router

Main purpose

Security

Routing Scalability

Mobility

BGP Routing
Scalability

Not considered

Mainly considered

Not considered

Multi-homing

Host multi-homing

Site multi-homing

Host multi-homing

Location update by
movement

Done by host

Done by host (in LISPMN model)

Done by router (ACA)

Seamless Handover

Further study

Further study

Built-in support

Associated Network
Agents

Rendezvous Server
596

Tunnel Router (TR), Map
Server (or ALT)

ACA, LBS

Host Modification

Needed (for socket
API)

Not needed

Not Needed

Name-ID Mapping

DNS+ (need
extension)

DNS

NMS (DNS is used for
hostname)

ID-LOC Binding

596

Map Server (or ALT)

LBS

Routing Schemes

IP

IP

IP (and ADP)

Related Site

IETF HIP WG

IETF LISP WG

KWWSZZZPRILUHNU

V. Standardization on MOFI
The Mobile Oriented Future Internet (MOFI) is an on-going R&D project that is being progressed in
KOREA as a pilot research for Future Network. The detailed description of the MOFI project is given at
KWWSZZZPRILUHNU [9].
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The works of standardization on MOFI begins in the ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6/WG7 as a project of Future
1HWZRUN3UREOHP6WDWHPHQWDQG5HTXLUHPHQWV [13]. In the 2010 September JTC1/SC6 meeting, the project
of ISO/IEC 29181 was subdivided into the seven parts, as listed in Table 2.
[Table 2] Standardization on Future Internet in the ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 6
Project Editors
M.K. Shin
J. Alcober
J. Xie
H.K. Kahng
J. Grant
H.K. Kahng
S.J. Koh
M. Roshanaei
H. Wang
F. J. Iglesias
X. Miguelez
J. Alcober
S.G. Kang

Standard No.
ISO/IEC DTR 29181-1
ISO/IEC WD 29181-2
ISO/IEC WD 29181-3
ISO/IEC WD 29181-4
ISO/IEC WD 29181-5
ISO/IEC WD 29181-6
ISO/IEC WD 29181-7

Title
)XWXUH1HWZRUN3UREOHP6WDWHPHQWDQG
Requirements – 3DUW2YHUDOODVSHFWV
)XWXUH1HWZRUNProblem Statement and
Requirements – 3DUWNaming and Addressing
)XWXUH1HWZRUN3UREOHP6WDWHPHQWDQG
Requirements – 3DUWSwitching and Routing
)XWXUH1HWZRUN3UREOHm Statement and
Requirements – 3DUWMobility
)XWXUH1HWZRUN3UREOHP6WDWHPHQWDQG
Requirements – 3DUWSecurity
)XWXUH1HWZRUN3UREOHP6WDWHPHQWDQG
Requirements – 3DUWMedia Distribution
)XWXUH1HWZRUN3UREOHP6WDWHPHQWDQG
Requirements – 3DUWService Composition

Among these works, the ISO/IEC 29181-1 has been completed and thus will be finalized as DTR (Draft
Technical Report) soon. On the other hand, the other 6 parts are now initiated as WD. In particular, the
MOFI will be used as a base document of ISO/IEC 29181- )XWXUH 1HWZRUN 3UREOHP 6WDWHPHQW DQG
Requirements – 3DUW  0RELOLW\ 7he relevant contributions on those work items will be invited and
discussed in the upcoming JTC1/SC6 meeting, which will be held in USA San Diego, on June 2011.

VI. Concluding Remarks
The study of MOFI is motivated from the observation that the future networks would be evolved to
mobile-oriented environment, but the current Internet was historically designed for static network
environment and thus it is inevitably subject to some architectural limitations in the perspective of mobileoriented future Internet. This leads us to the re-design of Internet architecture to play a key role in the future
mobile-oriented environment.
In this article, we have described the architecture of future Internet to effectively support the mobileoriented environment, which is named MOFI. With considerations of some primary design principles for
mobile-oriented future Internet, we design the architecture of MOFI and present a set of protocols to realize
the proposed MOFI architecture. MOFI can be viewed as a revolutionary (clean-slate) approach in the access
network aspect, and also as an evolutional (incremental) approach in the backbone network aspect for future
Internet.
It is expected that MOFI will be considered as a building block component for overall design of future
Internet architecture in the perspective of mobility. It is noted that there are still a lot of works to do in the
engineering perspective of the proposed architecture and protocols. The corresponding works will continue
by keeping pace with the overall design of future Internet architecture.

G
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